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SING WITh
tHe BEARs!
NED AND MISHKA are the best bear friends you
know from the show Hungry Bear Tales. They both

are extremely inventive when it comes to getting

something good to eat. It often happens that even the
best plan does not turn out according to their ideas, but
they take it in stride. Ned and Miska’s adventures are
full of cheerful songs and you can sing with them now.

More about Hungry Bear Tales on mEDVEDI .TV.
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A SNacK
One… two… three… four… five… six…
…thirty-eight, thirty-nine and forty…
Off we go and don‘t mind to get dirty
Fifty-three, and back on track.
Nearly there? I´d love a snack.
And now we´re getting to a hundred
When are we there? I really wondered.
Two hundred, three hundred, go steady…
When the snack is feeling ready.
Five hundred, six hundred,
still a long way.
I´d love to eat it right away!

Greetings
from an uncle
Rumble, rumble bumble!
Apple, apple crumble!
Apples are red,
Mishka and Ned!
Rumble bumble apples drying,
we‘d love to have this postcard flying.
Rumble bumble silver spoon,
pigeon, please come over soon!

Pine cone rumble bumble,
Mishka makes a stumble.
Rumble bumble forest fairy.
Ned is really not so scary!
Rumble bumble shout it loud,
Our forest makes us very proud.
Rumble bumble forest feast,
I am not a scary beast.
Rumble bumble what we bring,
we really like to sing and dance.

The great
GatheRing
When all the bear friends come to meet,
and gather one table.
It doesn‘t matter it there’s nothing to eat,
They’re happy they’re together.

The dish washer
Is your dish pile hostile?
I clear it with a smile.
Sink full of dishes,
I fulfill all your wishes.
After I give the dishes a scrub,
I polish and clean and scour and rub.
I rub and scrub and never stop,
I rub and scrub a rub a dub dub…
I rub and scrub a rub a dub dub,
and I rub and scrub,
since I was a little cub.
I rub and scrub and never stop...

A hole
in the Roof
Our pastries get plum jam filling
never mind rain is spilling.
There is work to be done, but it can wait,
making pastries is just great.
Will be delicious, there is no doubt,
Cups fill out will switch them out.
First will make sure, our bellies don‘t squeak
And then? And then?
And then we‘ll repair the leak!

masterpiece
How to paint a lovely picture?
We have got some questions.
We will need a colour mixture.
What are your suggestions?
What should I do with the brush?
Blue, yellow, and black and white
We can’t help but rush and rush.
We hope it will come out all right.

Paint what we like best of all,
It should be ripe, not rotten.
Then we’ll hang it on our wall,
Nothing will be forgotten.
It isn’t easy for us bears,
painting oranges and pears.
Is there anything we’ve missed?
These goodies are hard to resist.

HAPpY
bIRTh DaY
Mishka has a birthday today,
birthday today a birthday today.
I’m making him a yummy, yummy cake,
hip hip hurray, hip hip hurray.
Mishka has a birthday today,
birthday today, a birthday today.
We’ll eat the yummy cake hip hip hurray,
cake hip hip hurray, yum yum hip hurray.
We’ll be happy, jumping up with joy,
jumping up with joy, jumping up with joy.
It’s nice to celebrate today,
and enjoy and enjoy and enjoy.

an unexpecTEd
visit
Two moths were flying over a lot,
one said to the other, hey, moth I’d rather not.
There’s simply too many moths around here,
I think I’d far rather fly under the pier.
The other moth says: Hey listen up, moth,
there’s millions of moths by the pier out on that yacht.
I’d rather fly into a cozy pantry,
since we’re so tiny, the entry is free.
You silly moths, I’ll close the doors,
All those supplies, they simply aren’t yours.
Destroying others’ food clearly does not pay,
and now you’re my dinner, so I’ll have a good day!

HelP, Thieves!
One two three and four and five,
bears need to eat to stay alive!
Potato pancakes crispy fried,
will make our bellies satisfied!
One two three and four and five,
potato pancakes can make us jive.
One two three and four and five,
potatoes are quite good with chives.
Digging them can be quite tough.
but soon we will have just enough.

a PluM
feast
Autumn has just started it’s a feast,
in the north and south and west and east.
Plums they are the most delicious fruit,
we could open the plum food institute.
We were picking them and harvesting,
And our mouths were really watering.
In case we don’t have enough,
There’s a cake and other stuff.
Plum dumplings, toppings or plain,
no need for us to complain.
All those plums give us a smile,
We eat them all at true bear style.
What will be left? A plum stone pile.

Deer SoNG
Cooking and peeling,
and chopping and grating,
A good hobby for a stag like me.
Cooking and spicing,
Peppering and salting,
It’s a pleasure for a stag like me.

Cooking and mixing,
rolling and splashing,
a good hobby for a stag like me.
Cooking and spicing,
Peppering and salting,
It’s a pleasure for a stag like me.
Cooking and frying,
Peppering and roasting,
It’s a pleasure for a stag like me.
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